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Property Insurance Market Update
Looking Back: Q4 2019 through Q2 2022

• Following three straight years of rate increases, with double-digit rate increases 
for approximately half of AJG’s renewals, average Property rate increases are 
dipping into the single-digits.

• Last year was another record-breaking year for weather-driven losses, with the 
significant Midwest SCS activity and Winterstorm Uri creating substantial losses. 
These less-modeled and unmodeled risks continued to plague the Property 
marketplace.

• Hurricane Ida hit in August 2021, causing an estimated $95 billion in insured 
losses in Louisiana and other affected areas. 

• Carriers pushed for increased valuations in the current inflationary environment 
as well as requiring clients to address existing third-party engineering 
recommendations
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Property Insurance Market Update
Current Market Trends and Looking Forward

• Market conditions are more favorable than a year ago, with most carriers still expecting moderate rate 
increases. However, the market is bifurcated between those in desirable industries that are seeing flat to low 
single-digit increases, and those in challenging asset classes and/or with significant loss history that are 
seeing double digits or even higher rate growth. 

• For those in challenging asset classes, Property remains a hard market. Wildfire in California and Florida 
condo business are two examples. 

• Valuation has always been important in the Property market, but occasionally in prior years, carriers were 
willing to accept values that rolled over year-to-year. Now, carriers scrutinize their clients’ statements of value, 
demanding that values be raised. For clients that resist increasing valuations, carriers either won’t consider 
that client for coverage, they’ll charge more, or restrict coverage to what the client is reporting on the 
statement of values. 

• Inflation indexes are up substantially in 2022, largely due to labor and material shortages and supply chain 
issues. Consequently, underwriters’ claims payment losses are often greater than the statement of values. 

• By now, insurers have had five years of rate increases to get to profitability in most placements. There’s more 
competition now that premiums are at a certain level, with more carriers looking to grow by writing new 
business. There is a lot of competition for best-in-class clients, which has helped slow rate increases. 

Current 
Market 
Trends

Looking 
Forward

• Non-modeled weather events are becoming more severe and frequent which is adding uncertainty in pricing 
in the property market. While the 1st quarter was relatively benign, the 2nd quarter saw a significant uptick in 
Midwest SCS loss activity with several carriers experiencing outsized losses due to concentrations of 
exposure in impacted regions.

• Companies with challenging occupancies, loss activity and/or CAT-exposed can expect to see rate increases 
in the higher quartile.
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Global Historical Catastrophe Loss Summary
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• The first half of 2022 continued to challenge cedents, with global loss estimates toping $30B - $40B

– Approximately half of all insured losses through Q2 are attributable to U.S. SCS events
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• Secondary perils have driven U.S. property cat losses 
over the last three years

– Most notable events include Winterstorm Uri 
(2021) and the continued string Western U.S. fires

• Texas and California are consistently in the top 10 
states irrespective of the time period selected

– Texas uniquely impacted by both Peak (Harvey 
2017) and secondary perils events, particularly hail

– Louisiana loss driven by HU Laura in 2020 ($10B)

Source: PCS, including Personal, Commercial, and Auto losses as of 7/1/2022

Through H1 2022, U.S. Insured Cat Losses estimated in the range of $11-15B

“Peak” defined as Named 
Windstorm and Earthquake
“Peak” defined as Named 

Windstorm and Earthquake
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PCS Losses by Year

Texas
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Inflation: Key Takeaways 

40% of the layer is exposed (Pre inflation)
54% of the layer is exposure (Post Inflation)

 Impact of inflation is 
stronger on non-proportional 
business  

 Proportional RI: inflation 
can be addressed through 
Premium increases. 

 Non-proportional RI:
inflation can be addressed 
through increasing the 
attachment point or multi-
year RI

 If purchased XL RI was at 
low level, then inflationary 
impact would be passed onto 
the reinsurer. 

• Cost of construction materials and wages have increased. Approximately 
50% of homeowners claims cost is labour. 

• Proportional insurers should be able to feed back any observed 
inflationary impact into their pricing models.  This becomes a different 
challenge for non-proportional business
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An inflation spike is no longer a debate

Inflation is impacting drivers of short-tail claim costs
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Reinsurers have taken several approaches to 
contemplating Inflation, spanning from broad exposure 
trends to bespoke charges based on cedent guidance
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Mid-Year Reinsurance Renewal Review
1st View – Changing Environment

Economic factors sustained the reinsurance hardening trend through Q2 of 2022

Reinsurers have applied high single-digit loadings to account for inflation, over-and-above any changes in exposure. 
Reinsurers  are monitoring cedant responses to inflation and applying carefully calculated loadings where applicable

The overall reduction in natural catastrophe capacity deployment continued as reinsurers move gradually away from 
low level layers, differentiated by country and region

Increased demand from nationwide carriers driven by impact of inflation on PMLs

Non-property line treaties were heavily leveraged to secure capacity 

Higher risk prices for ILS risk transfer have begun to attract net new capital, but this has not led to ILS-market softening

Many cedents were able to secure the cover they required, but this largely came at increased 
pricing levels and increased levels of attachment and co-participations
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Mid-Year U.S. Property Recap

US Nationwide
Risk Adjusted 

Change

Florida
Risk Adjusted 

Change

Pro Rata Commission -3 to +1 points -5 points to Flat

Risk Loss free % change +5% to +15% +5% to +15%

Risk loss hit % change +10% to +40% +5% to +20%

Cat loss free % change +10% to +20% +15% to +35%

Cat loss hit % change +20% to +40% +20% to +50%

To Be Updated

Property Rate Movements
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Capacity was more often deployed towards clients with a history 
of profitable results, longstanding trading partnerships with 
reinsurers, and strong balance sheets.

Per Risk layers continued to face increased pressure with 
reinsurers looking to shift capacity away from “first” layers driven 
by concerns around supply chain and inflationary pressures.

Appetite for Per Risk was further limited by availability of per risk 
retro covers and the recent run of severity losses.

Pro-rata for specialty lines continued to be attractive for 
reinsurers who look to take advantage of compounded rate 
increases seen in recent years.

On standard property lines, reinsurers were tightening terms 
and reducing capacity in response to losses on cat exposed 
and loss impacted regional quota shares.

Reinsurers re-trenching from catastrophe due to overall loss 
volatility and factors of uncertainty (i.e. inflation, supply chain 
issues, Russia Ukraine war).

Aggregate programs continued to be challenged due to 
overall market dynamics, lack of new capacity in 2022, and 
recent loss activity; secondary perils remained in focus.
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Gallagher Re U.S. Catastrophe Reinsurance Pricing Index

Catastrophe Reinsurance pricing now 
nears Jan-2012 Levels
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Evolution of Market Dynamics

Pressure on Pricing and Capacity

March / April May June / July

 Elevated cat loss activity witnessed globally over 
the last 5 years; pricing and capacity pressures 
exacerbated for lower attaching and loss 
impacted layers

 Uri development and EU Floods highlighted 
concerns with secondary perils in worldwide all 
perils covers

 Influx of new reinsurance capital slowed from 
2020 peak of approximately $20B

 Property Per Risk highlighted as a Lloyd’s decile 
ten—in the least profitable 10% of all reinsurance 
LOBs

Broad Firming of Property Market

 Broader market momentum stabilized but 
differentiation by carrier continued

 Overall market capacity reduced year-over-year 
with several key reinsurers reducing exposure 

 Market-wide frequency/severity trends continued 
to increase, particularly due to ITV and Inflation

 No material new entrants or start-ups into the 
property market to absorb broader de-risking and 
established reinsurers struggling to achieve 
attractive sales multiple 

 Global Risk and Cat layers with >=25% RoLs
generally viewed as unattractive

Reinsurer Momentum Stabilized

 Reinsurers were emboldened by recent 
experiences leading to punitive quoting behavior 

 More limited pricing elasticity given corporate de-
risking and Florida renewal outcomes

 Material delays/bottlenecks for Florida cat quotes

 Underwriters offered opportunities to “name their 
price” for shortfall capacity

 Shortfalls soaked up previously available excess 
capacity

 Reinsurers renewed expiring signed lines rather 
than written lines, even when FOTs came in at or 
above quoted pricing

Significant Firming

Cedent Tactics to Combat Program Pressures

Targeted Co-participations1 Increased Retentions and AADs2 Acceptance of Standardized Exclusions3

Non-renewals of non-core covers4
Non-concurrent terms and shortfall 
placements

5 Restriction of regions/perils6
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Property Per Risk Market Highlights

Capacity:

• Nearly 50% of North American market’s Per Risk capacity comes 
from 5 key markets

– With 1 of the key markets exiting property treaty from Lloyd’s and 
retrenching their other global platforms

• These core reinsurers typically adopt a package approach, writing 
across multiple treaties/lines to subsidize Per Risk support

• Limited markets targeting expansion in Per Risk class in isolation

– Limited appetite from new market entrants in recent years

Market Per Risk Capacity Deployed

Top 5 
45%

"5-10" 
16%

"10-20" 
21%

Remaining 
18%

Pricing:

• Significant loss activity has challenged the pricing adequacy of the market; with additional pressure on working layers

• Exposure loss costs are on the rise driven by:

– Increases in frequency and severity across the industry

– Further concern surrounding claims inflation due to COVID supply issues and cost of raw materials 

– Perceived industry Insurance to Value deficiencies

Coverage:

• Scrutiny surrounding coverage for Catastrophe perils, pre-paid 
reinstatements and RAD treaties

– Markets are requiring additional margin for cedants to retain 
these coverage features 
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Property Treaty Reinsurance Renewal 
Characteristics
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By Placement Date

Historical U.S. Property Cat Rate Change

Firming market conditions accelerated through June/July of 2022, marking one 
of the firmest property markets since 2008/2009
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Risk Adjusted 
Change: 8.8% Risk Adjusted

Change: 6.7%

Risk Adjusted
Change: 7.5%

Risk Adjusted
Change: 17.5%
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Property Cat Risk Adjusted Rate Change  

The spread of outcomes highlights greater differentiation amongst cedents; 

Non-Loss Impacted, Non-Florida Accounts experienced increases closer to +10%

Mid-Year 2021 Renewals1/1/2021 Renewals 1/1/2022 Renewals
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U.S. Property Cat Rate Change Analysis: Mid-Year 2022

Risk Adjusted Rate Change vs Loss on Line (LoL)

Program LoL Average Min Max

Bottom Layers >5% +21.4% (3.2%) +74.1%

Top Layers <=5% +16.7% (6.6%) +75.2%

Distribution of Risk Adjusted Rate Changes by Layer – Composite ROLs; excludes RPP

The bottom ends of cat programs 
received the most pricing pressure, 
averaging over +21% risk adjusted 

increases during mid-year 2022 renewals

All mid-year 2022 programs had flat 

renewals or risk adjusted increases, 

with ~35% facing increases greater than 

15%, compared to 13% at mid-year 2021

Mid-year 2022 renewals continued to 

reflect program differentiation by cedant
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Property Cat Quotes by Layer
Graph shows the highest / average / lowest deviation quotes on an individual layer

Similar to prior renewal cycles, reinsurers placed emphasis on differentiating cedants, exhibited 
by significant variability in max / min quote ranges; 
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Property Cat Quote Range and FOT by Layer
Graph shows the average / lowest deviation quotes vs the Actual Rate Change for Individual Layers

Of the layers captured, FOTs averaged 5% below the average quote; demand for new limit 
influenced FOTs for companies looking to secure meaningful new capacity from the market

Loss Impacted

Actual Rate as % of Max 83%

Actual Rate as % of Avg 95%

Actual Rate as % of Min 114%
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Reinsurer Movement – All Layers

U.S. Property Catastrophe Market Capacity Metrics 

Almost all reinsurers that quoted below the eventual FOTs targeted growth year-
over year, exhibited by reinsurers #26 through #35

Driving rate but 
settling for less
Driving rate but 
settling for less Measured pricing, benefit 

from market movement 
Measured pricing, benefit 
from market movement 

Remained firm on minimum 
pricing thresholds

Remained firm on minimum 
pricing thresholds

Cut back capacity despite small 
haircut from quotes

Cut back capacity despite small 
haircut from quotes

Note: Changes in limit are based on final $ lines and therefore, may be skewed by large participations on individual programs

Non-renewed large lead 
participation

Non-renewed large lead 
participation
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Individual Market Commentary

Targeted
Reducers

Portfolio
Optimizers

Prudent
Growers

Opportunists

AXIS and AXA XL Syndicate 
shuttered their property 

reinsurance units, creating 
immediate capacity holes 

leading into mid-year renewals

Many carriers approached mid-
year renewals as an opportunity 

to optimize their portfolio; this led 
to shifts in capacity up towers 
and towards favored programs

Long-term industry supporters 
sought growth with favored 

programs and garnered political 
capital by providing additional 

capacity when called upon

Opportunistic carriers took 
advantage of regulatory driven 

purchases and were able to 
secure new lines on historically 

stable panels
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Non-life AUM has 
remained relatively flat 

over the last four 
calendar years

• Assets Under Management (AUM) estimated to be roughly flat in the first half of 2022

• AUM Compound annual growth rate of 13% since 2011
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Cat Bond Growth
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• Investors selected carefully among the many choices on offer resulting in reduced capacity for many 
cedants

• The impact of inflation on both individual cedants and industry index triggers represented a key differentiator

• Recent loss history and reserve development was another important factor

• Higher risk spreads are starting to attract net new capital to match pent up demand for capital markets 
protection but this hasn't yet flattened spreads
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ILS Market Update

2021 marks a record year for catastrophe bond issuance 

These figures refer to 144A cat bond issuance only
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Market Update
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Florida Property Reinsurance Market Challenges
June 1, 2022 Renewals

Pressure  on 
Capacity

• Inflation impacts

– Reinsurers continued efforts to de-risk portfolios and manage net PMLs which limited the capacity that could be deployed

• Carrier dependent

– The price and capacity available to Florida domestic placements was wide ranging and largely dependent on experience, 
portfolio footprint and credit concerns

• Pressured capacity

– New capacity was very difficult to source as the market strongly preferred to hold their lines with limited appetite for growth 

– Low layer capacity and RPPs continued to be incredibility difficult to place

Increased 
Demand

• Nationwide Carrier demand impact

– Nationwide carriers upsized their reinsurance programs due to inflation concerns with over $4B in new limit purchased

– Reinsurers gravitated to these placements due to credit concerns with some of the Florida domestic companies

Special 
Session

• No impact on capacity deployment

– Reinsurers largely took a wait-and-see approach with the outcome not directly impacting capacity deployment late in the 
renewal

Post 6/1 
Program 

Challenges

• Terms & Conditions

– Terms and conditions included limited peril coverage (named storms only), accelerated premiums, loaded reinstatements, 
special termination provisions and broad offset

• Price

– Shortfall pricing was 30-50% above FOT

• Product

– Parametric solutions and county weighted index triggers were widely used on placements, particularly to fill gaps at the 
lower end of the programs and behind captives
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Shortfall Placements

• Most capacity constrained 
renewals at mid-year 2022 
had the luxury of being flexible 
with their capacity 
requirements

– Co-participations were 
utilized on programs 
unwilling to re-FOT or seek 
expensive shortfall 
capacity

– Some carriers non-
renewed superfluous 
covers to fund more 
challenging layers

Capacity 
Constrained 

Programs

Desired Max 
placement

Required Full 
Placement

• Regulatory-driven purchases 
and capital constrained carriers 
leveraged opportunistic capacity 
to fill shortfalls

– Many opportunistic 
reinsurers met stretch 
targets at 6/1

• Large disparities in pricing for 
shortfall capacity

– Traditional players (e.g.
MAP) vs. markets of last 
resort (e.g., Berkshire) 

– Pricing ranged from nominal 
increase over initial FOT to 
+100%

• Key shortfall capacity came 
from Arch Re, DE Shaw, 
Berkshire, and Aeolus 
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Increased Reinsurer Demand in Q2 and Beyond 

Carrier
Additional Capacity 

Secured in Q2
Scope of 
Coverage

$850M Nationwide

$600M Florida Only

$500M Nationwide

$600M Nationwide

$100M Northeast Only

$375M Florida Only

$165M Nationwide

On top of an already tight 
market, several large carriers 

purchased significant 
additional capacity in Q2; many 
citing inflation concerns as the 

primary driver

Market data suggests +$4B of 
new, top-up capacity was 

placed between 4/1 and 7/1
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Florida Property Cat Market
Reinsurer Capacity Appetite

(did most of their 
cutting last year)

Markets 
Retracting

Growing   
Capacity

Opportunistic 
Growth

(shortfall covers/private deals)
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Florida Mid-Year Renewals 
Market Dynamics

Market Hardening Factors

Reduced retro 
limit and reinsurer 

focus on 
managing net 

PMLs

Florida carrier 
financial distress 

and Demotech
rating concerns

Florida litigation 
trends and loss 

creep

Increased 
frequency and 

severity for poorly
modeled perils

Inflation concerns 
driving up demand 
from nationals and 

pricing pressure 
on loss costs 

Mid-Year Renewal Outcomes
Demand significantly outpaced supply

Cat Loss Free: +15% to +35%
Cat Loss Impacted: +20% to +50%

Greatest pressure new limit, lower layers & capital constrained entities

The appeal of 
liquidity via ILS 

transactions 
impacted capacity 
in the traditional 

market
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Hurricane Ian
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Hurricane Ian
Damage Survey
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Hurricane Ian
Damage Survey – Key Takeaways
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Hurricane Ian
Damage Survey – Size of Wind Field
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Hurricane Ian
Damage Survey – Wind vs Water
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Looking Ahead to 1/1/2023 Renewals

• Continued pressure on perceived low attachment points for Per Risk and Cat layers with reinsurers looking to 
move away from frequency of loss as well as inflationary and secondary perils pressures

– Earnings protection excess of loss layers likely to face significant pressure

• Loss experience and slow down in original rate momentum has led reinsurers to seek improved terms across 
Quota Share business

• Due to loss activity, aggregate capacity continues to be constrained

– Particular pressure on event deductibles and attachment points

• Irrespective of HU season results, non-loss impacted programs likely to face continued rate increases driven by 
broader market uncertainty (10+%); an active HU season would further exacerbate rate momentum at 1/1

– Limited prospects for new entrants and continued pressure in the retro market

• Cedants addressing perceived deficiencies in insured values and demonstrating that their rating levels are 
outpacing inflation levels will help combat punitive reinsurer assumptions

• Reinsurers continue to look to deploy capital to best-in-class cedants, increasing the need for insurers to 
differentiate their portfolios using data and analytics

• Approaching the market early will allow cedants capture developing market dynamics and effectively respond

Product

• Reduced appetite and constraint on catastrophe capacity as several key markets have pulled back limits deployed, 
and others have exited the market completely

• Reinsurers largely focused on signed capacity rather than written lines even when FOTs exceeded expectations

• Inflationary concerns and increased cat loss activity lead to expectation of increased demand from buyers to top up 
at 1/1/23 – additional $4B-5B+ of reinsurance capacity sought at mid-year

• The ILS market continues to provide a resilient alternative to the traditional market

– However, less appealing than in 2021 as ILS investors have looked to be more selective and push for 
improvements in terms given recent loss activity

Capacity

Pricing
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Looking Ahead to 6/1/2023 Renewals

Pricing & 
Capacity

• 1/1 retro 
renewals and 
ILS capital 
inflows need to 
be understood

• Understanding 
of how 
Hurricane Ian 
will impact 
carriers and 
reinsurers

Reinsurance 
Strategy

• Timing of 
marketing and 
placement 
activities

• Reinsurance 
structures need 
to be as 
marketable as 
possible 

Legislative 
Reforms

• Litigation 
reform

• RAP coverage / 
availability

• Additional 
FHCF reforms
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General Disclaimer for all Analytical Work
This analysis has been prepared by Gallagher Re on the condition that it shall be treated as strictly confidential and shall not be communicated in whole, in part, or in summary to any third party without 
prior written consent from Gallagher Re.  Gallagher Re is a business unit that includes a number of subsidiaries and affiliates of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. which are engaged in the reinsurance 
intermediary and advisory business. All references to Gallagher Re below, to the extent relevant, include the parent and applicable affiliate companies of Gallagher Re.

Gallagher Re has relied upon data from public and/or other sources when preparing this analysis. No attempt has been made to verify independently the accuracy of this data. Gallagher Re does not 
represent or otherwise guarantee the accuracy or completeness of such data nor assume responsibility for the result of any error or omission in the data or other materials gathered from any source in the 
preparation of this analysis. Gallagher Re shall have no liability in connection with any results, including, without limitation, those arising from based upon or in connection with errors, omissions, 
inaccuracies, or inadequacies associated with the data or arising from, based upon or in connection with any methodologies used or applied by Gallagher Re in producing this analysis or any results 
contained herein. Gallagher Re expressly disclaims any and all liability, based on any legal theory, arising from, based upon or in connection with this analysis. Gallagher Re assumes no duty in contract, 
tort or otherwise to any party arising from, based upon or in connection with this analysis, and no party should expect Gallagher Re to owe it any such duty. 

There are many uncertainties inherent in this analysis including, but not limited to, issues such as limitations in the available data, reliance on client data and outside data sources, the underlying volatility 
of loss and other random processes, uncertainties that characterize the application of professional judgment in estimates and assumptions. Ultimate losses, liabilities and claims depend upon future 
contingent events, including but not limited to unanticipated changes in inflation, laws, and regulations. As a result of these uncertainties, the actual outcomes could vary significantly from Gallagher Re’s 
estimates in either direction. Gallagher Re makes no representation about and does not guarantee the outcome, results, success, or profitability of any insurance or reinsurance program or venture, 
whether or not the analyses or conclusions contained herein apply to such program or venture.

Gallagher Re does not recommend making decisions based solely on the information contained in this analysis. Rather, this analysis should be viewed as a supplement to other information, including 
specific business practice, claims experience, and financial situation. Independent professional advisors should be consulted with respect to the issues and conclusions presented herein and their possible 
application. 

Gallagher Re makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of this document and its contents. 
This analysis is not intended to be a complete actuarial communication, and as such is not intended to be relied upon. A complete communication can be provided upon request. Subject to all terms of this 
Disclaimer, Gallagher Re actuaries are available to answer questions about this analysis.

Gallagher Re does not provide legal, accounting, or tax advice. This analysis does not constitute, is not intended to provide, and should not be construed as such advice. Qualified advisers should be 
consulted in these areas.

Gallagher Re makes no representation, does not guarantee and assumes no liability for the accuracy or completeness of, or any results obtained by application of, this analysis and conclusions provided 
herein.

Where data is supplied by way of CD or other electronic format, Gallagher Re accepts no liability for any loss or damage caused to the Recipient directly or indirectly through use of any such CD or other 
electronic format, even where caused by negligence. Without limitation, Gallagher Re shall not be liable for: loss or corruption of data, damage to any computer or communications system, indirect or 
consequential losses. The Recipient should take proper precautions to prevent loss or damage – including the use of a virus checker.
This limitation of liability does not apply to losses or damage caused by death, personal injury, dishonesty or any other liability which cannot be excluded by law.

This analysis is not intended to be a complete Financial Analysis communication. A complete communication can be provided upon request. Subject to all terms of this Disclaimer, Gallagher Re analysts 
are available to answer questions about this analysis.

Gallagher Re does not guarantee any specific financial result or outcome, level of profitability, valuation, or rating agency outcome with respect to A.M. Best or any other agency. Gallagher Re specifically 
disclaims any and all liability for all damages of any amount or any type, including without limitation, lost profits, unrealized profits, compensatory damages based on any legal theory, punitive, multiple or 
statutory damages or fines of any type, based upon, arising from, in connection with or in any manner related to the services provided hereunder.

Acceptance of this document shall be deemed agreement to the above.

Gallagher Re is a trading name of Arthur J. Gallagher (UK) Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered Office: The Walbrook Building, 25 Walbrook, London 
EC4N 8AW. Registered in England and Wales. Company Number: 1193013. www.ajg.com/uk 

Gallagher Re is a trading name of Nordic Försäkring & Riskhantering AB (“Nordic”). Nordic is authorised by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority, and incorporated in Sweden under company 
number 556418-5014 with registered address at Mölndalsvägen 22, 412 63 Göteborg, Sweden. Nordic also offers and performs insurance distribution services/activities through its Belgian branch. The 
Belgian branch has its registered office at Posthofbrug 6-8 bus 5/134, 2600 Berchem, company number 0743.567.257.  Nordic is also deemed authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct 
Authority under the Temporary Permissions Regime. UK branch registered in England and Wales under branch number BR021003, with registered address at The Walbrook Building, 25 Walbrook, 
London EC4N 8AW.
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Vendor Disclaimers

Work containing Risk Management Solutions (RMS) output

This report, and the analyses, models and predictions contained herein ("Information"), are based on data provided by the relevant 
Gallagher Re entity, and compiled using proprietary computer risk assessment technology of Risk Management Solutions, Inc. ("RMS"). 
Such Information contains RMS confidential and proprietary information and trade secrets. The Recipient of the Information shall (i) not 
disclose such Information to any third party; (ii) use such Information only for the purpose of facilitating an actual imminent reinsurance 
placement (“Purpose”); (iii) limit the disclosure of such Information only to its employees, partners and directors who have a need to 
know, provided that the Recipient shall ensure that each of those persons to whom such Information is to be disclosed is made aware 
of, and shall procure that such person or persons adhere to, the terms of these confidentiality restrictions; and (iv) use the same degree 
of care to prevent disclosure or use of such Information for other than the Purpose that it would use for its own confidential information 
(but in no case with less than a reasonable degree of care). The technology and data used in providing this Information is based on the 
scientific data, mathematical and empirical models, and encoded experience of scientists and specialists (including without limitation: 
earthquake engineers, wind engineers, structural engineers, geologists, seismologists, meteorologists, geotechnical specialists,
mathematicians and cyber security experts). As with any model of physical systems, particularly those with low frequencies of
occurrence and potentially high severity outcomes, the actual losses from catastrophic events may differ from the results of simulation 
analyses. Furthermore, the accuracy of predictions depends largely on the accuracy and quality of the data used. The Information is 
provided under license to Gallagher Re and is either Gallagher Re’s or RMS’s proprietary and confidential information and may not be 
shared with any third party without the prior written consent of both Gallagher Re and RMS. Furthermore, this Information may only be 
used for the specific business purpose specified by Gallagher Re and for no other purpose, and may not be used under any 
circumstances in the development or calibration of any product or service offering that competes with RMS. 

The Recipient of this Information is further advised that RMS is not engaged in the insurance, reinsurance, or related industries, and 
that the Information provided is not intended to constitute professional advice. RMS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL 
RESPONSIBILITIES, OBLIGATIONS AND LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY DECISIONS OR ADVICE MADE OR GIVEN AS A 
RESULT OF THE INFORMATION OR USE THEREOF, INCLUDING ALL WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL RMS (OR ITS PARENT, SUBSIDIARY, OR OTHER AFFILIATED COMPANIES) BE 
LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WITH RESPECT TO 
ANY DECISIONS OR ADVICE MADE OR GIVEN AS A RESULT OF THE CONTENTS OF THIS INFORMATION OR USE THEREOF.
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Vendor Disclaimers

Work containing AIR Worldwide Corporation (AIR) Touchstone output
IMPORTANT NOTICE and DISCLAIMER
AIR Worldwide Corporation and Gallagher Re 

The attached Touchstone reports are provided to you in confidence, and you may not cause or permit disclosure, copying, display, loan, publication, transfer of possession (whether 
by sale, exchange, gift, operation of law or otherwise) or other dissemination of the Touchstone reports (or details of the methodology and analysis employed to develop the 
Touchstone reports) in whole or in part, to any third party without the prior written consent of Gallagher Re and AIR Worldwide Corporation (“AIR”).

Notwithstanding the foregoing, you may disclose the Touchstone reports associated with your reinsurance or risk transfer programs to insurance regulators and disclose, in 
confidence, to your rating agencies, reinsurers, actuarial consultants, managing general agencies, risk managers, investment bankers (but not in connection with the placement of any 
insurance-linked securities) and auditors (but in no event to any entity in the business of developing loss estimation models), provided that, in the event of any such disclosure, you 
clearly acknowledge in writing that AIR owns the exclusive right and title to the Touchstone reports and the methods employed to develop them. 

You may not alter or remove any copyrights, trade secret, patent, proprietary and/or other legal notices contained on or in copies of the Touchstone reports. The existence of any such 
copyright notice on the Touchstone reports shall not be construed as an admission, or be deemed to create a presumption, that publication of such materials has occurred.

The Touchstone reports are intended to function as one of several tools which you will use in analyzing your estimated and potential losses from certain natural hazards. The 
estimation of hazards and potential losses involves uncertainties and depends on environmental, demographic and regulatory factors beyond the control of Gallagher Re and AIR. The 
Touchstone reports depend on data and inputs which you have supplied. The assumptions and methodologies used by AIR in creating Touchstone may not constitute the exclusive 
set of reasonable assumptions and methodologies, and the use of alternative assumptions and methodologies could yield materially different results. The loss probabilities indicated 
by the Touchstone reports are estimates of the magnitude of losses that may occur in the event of such natural hazards; they are not factual and do not predict future events. Actual 
loss experience can differ materially.

No responsibility is or shall be assumed or implied by Gallagher Re or AIR for loss or damage to you resulting from inaccuracies contained therein nor shall Gallagher Re or AIR be 
liable to you or others for any adverse results experienced in utilizing the Touchstone reports.

Work containing CoreLogic output
This report contains CoreLogic Confidential Information and i) recipient agrees to treat this report as strictly confidential; and ii) in consideration of having been provided access to this 
report, recipient agrees that CoreLogic has no liability for such report or other information derived from the report or any use that may be made thereof by recipient.


